
MKH
Front brush for cleaning and maintenance of urban and rural areas 
throughout the year, available in cleaning widths from 1,2 to 1,6 m.
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Dirt cleaning in summer, snow removal in winter

The MKH front brush enables quick and easy removal of snow in winter and 
efficient cleaning of soil, leaves, dirt and other types of waste throughout the 
year.

Designed for the narrowest spaces

Due to the central turning point, the brush can be rotated left and right without 
leaving the vehicle dimensions. It is driven by two motors located inside the 
rotor, which makes the construction of the brush very compact. That is why 
MKH can clean very narrow public spaces and passages.

Effective cleaning of all types of surfaces

MKH is intended for cleaning uneven urban areas, such as pavers, concrete 
slabs, asphalt surfaces and damaged areas with a lot of bumps and hollows. 
The built-in axial tilt system allows the brush to adapt to the uneven surface 
which is being cleaned. 

More than products. A partnership.  



• Mounting system for small multifunctional vehicles from different 
manufacturers

• Color according to customer request
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1600 1600 1380 1750

Mounting on small multifunctional vehicles

The MKH brush is specially designed for mounting on small 
multifunctional vehicles from various manufacturers.

It is powered by the vehicle’s hydraulic system to which it is 
connected using standard hydraulic couplings.

Safety and longevity

The brush is equipped with an auxiliary wheel that prevents 
the brush segments from wearing out too quickly. The flexible 
plastic cover directs the cleaned waste material, so as not to 
pose a danger to the environment. While not in use, the brush 
can be placed on storage legs.


